
Rand Boats Picnic 18

Price: £29,995 inc VAT

This electric inboard model Rand Picnic 18 is of elegant design & minimalistic with a true Scandinavian
feel. Sleek with a focus on hydrodynamic & graceful lines. A very social day boat where the driver gets to
enjoy the day along with the guests onboard. The center picnic table converts to a sunbed. One owner
from new. Low engine hours. Used on fresh water. Lying Chertsey. Dealer approved.

Boats & Yachts Warranty
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Specification

Builder/Designer

Year: 2021

Construction: grp

Engines

No. of Engines: 1

Make: TORQEEDO

Model: Cruise 4.0 FP

Fuel Type: Electric

Total Power: 4 hp

Dimensions

Beam (ft): 6.99

Length Overall (ft): 18.02

Ballast: 0.0

Boat Name:

Location: 

Chertsey, UK
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Inventory

This electric inboard model Rand Picnic 18 is of elegant design & minimalistic with a true Scandinavian feel. Sleek with a focus on
hydrodynamic & graceful lines. A very social day boat where the driver gets to enjoy the day along with the guests onboard. The
center picnic table converts to a sunbed. One owner from new. Low engine hours. Used on fresh water. Lying Chertsey. Dealer
approved.

Picnic 18 is the perfect marriage between simplistic Scandinavian aesthetics and user-friendly functionalistic solutions,
exemplified through the scenic teak-fitted aluminum steering console displaying no more than the utmost necessary - the intuitive
throttle, the lush stainless steel steering wheel and marine stereo. Plug-and-play and easy for all to use.

General:The Picnic 18 was born with the desire to offer the most compelling sailing experience with maximum usability. The
elegant 18ft open day cruiser is an affordable, low-key luxury boat that truly offers a new way of experiencing social
interactionwith friends and family while sailing due to the unique interior design combined with high usability.

Hull:The lightweight hull makes it easy to transport by trailer, and its large storage rooms can hold indeed anything from canvas
cushions, life vests, bathing towels, and of course your fully equipped picnic basket. For this reason this low
maintenancemotorboat is incredibly easy tomaneuverand it requires no sailing license or experience to use and sail the Picnic 18.

Console:Positioned adjacent by the center table the delicate aluminum steering console can be reached from both sitting and
standing position, and provides pleasant steering position.

Sunbed:By lowering the centre picnic table and laying across a custom four-cushion sun lounge the front part of the Picnic 18
turns into a whooping 200180 cm sunbed perfect for a relaxing nap or drying in the sun after a refreshing dip in the water.

Standard Specification

	Titanium gel coat & Macadamia upholstery
	3x Retractable Stainless Steel Mooring Cleats
	52mm Rubber Fender w. Stainless Steel End Caps
	Bow & Aft Storage for Fenders, Bimini Top, Port Cover
	Teak Picnic Table w. Grab Rails
	Annoyed Aluminum Steering Console w. Stainless Steel Steering Wheel
	Cushion Set for Pilot Position & U-Seating Row
	Waterproof Stereo System w. Bluetooth, USB & AUX
	Faux Teak Deck in Cockpit & Bathing Platform
	2x Telescopic oars

Factory Fitted Extras

	RAND Picnic 18 - Electric Series
	INBOARD fitted with Torqeedo Cruise 4.0 FP incl. 9.1 kWh AGM Battery
	COCKPIT EQUIPMENT
	Cup Holders
	Cooler Box 28L w. 12V Outlet
	Anchor & Rope
	Position & Navigation Light
	Cockpit LED Lighting
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	Passenger Back Rest
	Pilot Back Rest
	Swim Ladder
	Boat Cover
	Sun Lounge
	Sun Sail

Disclaimer:
The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor
warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer
desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice.
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